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In the past, the majority of community arts festivals were generally regarded as self-financing exercises that occasionally relied on the help of local councils and private donors for certain events. Increasingly in the past few decades, however, more arts festivals in the UK became dependent on Arts Council and national, regional and local government funding. This has meant that external funding has become steadily more important to the survival of the majority of arts festivals. It is argued that government involvement has had a growing impact on the concerns of festival organisers and also on their programming, which has become increasingly responsive to government political agendas regarding socio-economic strategies. This raises major questions about the artistic purpose and independence of arts festivals in the future. In this chapter, arts festivals are located in the current period of British policy making, which demonstrates how cultural forms are translated in contemporary society. 

As the above Gibson and Klocker (2005, p. 93) quote suggests, the use of cultural forms as instruments for urban regeneration, place marketing, tourism and entrepreneurial developments can be tied to the increasing competition among places for capital, residents, tourists and resources. Moreover, place marketing through improving image, economic development and regeneration are more and more tied to national cultural policies. The arts are considered dominant factors in regional ‘success’ and are often introduced as solutions for places that are seeking economic development (Gibson and Klocker 2005, p. 93). As Dreher (2002, cited Peck 2005, p. 740) described this recent urban ‘imperative’, “Be creative – or die.” The socio-economic targets set out by the government have led arts organisations to spend much of their time measuring their impacts in different policy areas to justify their existences and prove they are worthy of their subsidy (Mirza 2006, p. 14). Although, as Belfiore (2006, p. 24) points out, there are no longer ‘subsidies’ according to the central government but now are considered ‘investments’. This can be interpreted as not merely a change in language, but a shift in expectations and perceptions.

Critics of government involvement in the arts argue that the quality of most cultural forms becomes mediocre at best when used primarily to support non-cultural agendas and strategies (Brighton 2006, Belfiore 2006, Gibson and Klocker 2005). By implementing general arts policies that are essentially vehicles to promote socio-economic advancements, the arts involved have been criticised as being “either homogenising or vacuous as a result” (Brighton 2006, p. 128). As Gibson and Klocker (2005, p. 93) put it, “Rather than present alternative ways of imagining regional futures, what seems to be happening is that a singular interpretation of creativity is being incorporated into a rather uncreative framework.” The frameworks in which most publicly funded arts exist no longer takes into account the differences in cultural activities, tastes of the audiences and idiosyncrasies of places in its seemingly blanket roll-out of policy objectives to be met. The assumption that the same socio-economic impacts will result in different places from the same cultural activities can be argued to be a key limitation of contemporary cultural policies (Belfiore 2006, p. 24). Yet, similar cultural endeavours can be seen to be implemented throughout the UK with varying levels of success (Evans 2005). By using the example of arts festivals, an argument is put forward that this government-sponsored replication of cultural forms is diminishing the importance put on the uniqueness of place, which can have the adverse effects of limiting community expression and sense of identity.





It has been argued that public expenditure on arts festivals is becoming “related to alien objectives” (Myerscough and Bruce 1988, p. 8) and most national and local levels of British government have adopted the idea that the arts are worth subsidising because they can be used as a means for social and economic development (Griffiths 1993). Stevenson (2004, 199) argues that cultural planning and investment is considered by the UK government as more than a policy framework for the arts and encompasses economic objectives, which include community development and social inclusion initiatives. This strategy can be seen to be making many aspects of cultural policy in to social policy, urban policy, arts policy and economic policy (Evans 2001). It is argued that the imagining of the government's agenda in economic terms, as opposed to cultural ones, is an influential factor contributing to the commercialisation in the UK of cultural forms in general and arts festivals in particular. Although this instrumental rationale for public arts funding is primarily utilised at this time, it is argued to be inadequate, as it has failed to protect the arts from imminent financial cuts and ignores their intrinsic value (Kettle 2006, 35). 


The contemporary UK cultural policy agenda can be seen to incorporate two main objectives: 1) place marketing and economic development of place, and 2) social inclusion for individuals and communities (Stevenson 2004, 128). Both of these objectives have a tenuous connection with culture and the advancement of cultural forms. Although the second objective appears to use cultural policies as a tool for achieving social benefits, social inclusion strategies can be seen to have a direct connection with economic strategies. Social inclusion differs from social justice in that the former requires people to participate in society as it is constructed. Social justice, however, requires an interventionist state with a redistributive agenda to achieve equality (Everingham 2003). The main goal of social inclusion, it is argued, is to foster participation in the economy and, therefore, is determined by people’s relationship to the marketplace (Miles and Paddison 2005, 836). Government policies  developing cultural and creative industries and creative training skills programmes in deprived neighbourhoods are ways of fostering participation in society by the socially marginal (Stevenson 2004, 126). For example, the London Development Agency (2005) has given £9 million to support training and employment schemes specifically tailored for communities surrounding the main Olympic Park in East London. Through social inclusion programmes, cultural production is viewed as yielding economic rewards for many communities (Stevenson 2004, 126). In many respects, it can be suggested that social inclusion is synonymous with economic inclusion, which can be achieved through culture.

The co-option of culture and cultural events for urban regeneration purposes can be viewed as a response to post-Fordist industrial structuring and manufacturing decline by bolstering employment possibilities (Evans 2005, p. 960). It is also perceived to be a way for places to respond to global competition by contributing to image promotion and branding as a successful destination. It is believed by many local authorities, especially in urban areas, that such strategies lead to the attraction and retention of people and capital. Also, prestige regeneration projects are claimed to promote civic boosterism and provide a focus around which people can rally to support local values (Boyle 1997, p. 1980). However, Bassett (1993) argues that a distinction should be made between cultural and economic regeneration. As he puts it:

Cultural regeneration is more concerned with themes such as community self-development and self-expression. Economic regeneration is more concerned with growth and property development and finds expression in prestige projects and place-marketing. The latter does not necessarily contribute to the former (1993, p. 1785). 

It is suggested that such a distinction is not being made in a majority of UK cities, as many cultural activities and flagships are not anchored in local community expression and involvement. It is demonstrated in the case study of Cardiff Festival that some UK cities are implementing a generic culture-led regeneration model that may entertain local residents but fails to engage with them in any meaningful way.





This case study is part of a larger research project, which examines social, economic and political impacts of UK combined arts festivals on communities and places. Combined arts festivals are defined by the Arts Council as those containing more than one genre of artistic performance, i.e., music, drama and visual arts events, as opposed to those presenting events in only a single genre of arts, such as film festivals (Casey et al. 1996, p. 93). Research methods include a 42-question mail-back survey questionnaire sent to 117 combined arts festivals in the UK to obtain festival demographics, programming history, funding and future plans. The survey sent was adapted from a survey published in a 1992 study conducted by the Policy Studies Institute concerning both single-genre and combined arts festivals in the UK (Rolfe 1992). A listing of the 117 festivals was compiled from the Arts Council of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland arts festivals lists, as well as the British Arts Festivals Association membership list, European Festivals Association membership list, British Federation of Festivals membership list and International Festivals and Events Association membership list. 

The data are based on a 56% response rate. The majority of the major cities in England (Birmingham, Liverpool, Nottingham), Scotland (Edinburgh, Glasgow), Wales (Cardiff) and Northern Ireland (Belfast) who have combined arts festivals responded to the survey. The majority of combined arts festivals in Greater London responded; these are primarily organised by local neighbourhoods or councils, as there is no major London-wide combined arts festival. The 51 combined arts festivals that failed to respond are similar in size variation and geographical area to those who did respond.

Case studies were selected for this research because they were viewed as the best means to obtain a holistic understanding of cultural systems of action, which are sets of interrelated activities in which actors in a social situation are engaged (Tellis 1997, p. 5). The Cardiff Festival was chosen in order to discern a more in-depth understanding of the aims and goals, audiences and content influences of a combined arts festival that is primarily council organised, funded and executed. A variety of methods were implemented, including semi-structured and open-ended in-depth interviews with the Events Project Manager and the Tourist Information Officer at the Cardiff Council. Informal interviews and casual conversations with festival participants, volunteers and local business people at the festival contributed to the participant and direct observation and recording of the festival experience in a personal research diary. 

Cardiff Festival Case Study

The Cardiff Festival is a month-long combined arts festival that stages free events around the city of Cardiff. The festival is a council sponsored and organised event designed to make the city an appealing tourist destination and boost civic pride among residents. The events emphasise street theatre, live music, dramatic theatre, youth and children’s entertainment, fun fair attractions and fireworks. Venues for the festival are scattered throughout the city centre and the redeveloped waterfront area, where people can also go into shops, bars and restaurants. In the past, the festival helped to change the image of Cardiff Bay area by drawing people to the waterfront and introducing the changes made there. The festival is part of the city centre strategy to improve the integration between the city centre and the Bay and Butetown communities (Cardiff City Council 2003) and help “boost the economy and cultural profile of Cardiff” (Cardiff City Council 2003, p. 3-4).

As it is a council-run festival and social inclusion is a high priority for all council events, one of the main aims is to attract a broad audience and be, as the Events Project Manager for the Cardiff Festival put it, “artistically accessible to anyone who happens to be passing.” The festival events reflect this goal by balancing different types of performances that could appeal to different types of audiences, including young people, families, older people and tourists. The acts can be categorised as being more ‘popular’ in order to be inclusive and have wider appeal. The use of outdoor venues means there is the capacity to stage famous, family-friendly artists such as Sir Cliff Richard, Tom Jones and Donny Osmond that attract larger crowds. However, diversity of content is also a priority, which makes sense as “championing cultural diversity” has been highlighted as a key element in achieving social inclusion objectives for cultural policies (Arts Council England 2003). There are theatre and orchestra performances, as well as world music and fringe acts. Smaller venues highlight local artists, introducing a mix and balance of local and international acts. Concurrent with the combined arts festival during the month of July are the children’s festival, food and drink festival, world port festival and carnival. According to the Events Project Manager at Cardiff Council, these simultaneous festivals make the city “a destination” and also make it a good place to live because there is “a lot going on.” The festival programme boasts, “Cardiff Festival demonstrates the degree of cultural vibrancy that makes Cardiff one of Europe’s leading cultural centres.” This is in keeping with Cardiff Council’s overall marketing to make the city “the capital for events” (Cardiff City Council website 2006) and fits in to the overall aim of the City Centre Strategy, which is “to achieve a distinctive, attractive, vibrant, accessible, and well managed city centre of true international standing” (Cardiff City Council 2003). 


The festival does actively try to attract tourists and reports that of its 450,000 attendees, 79% are local, 11% are regional, 4.5% are visitors from around the UK and 4.5% are international. The Events Project Manager at the Cardiff Council says the goals for the festival are two-fold: 1) to put Cardiff on the map as a city culturally and promote it as a tourist destination, and 2) to put on many different activities to make the city a better and more attractive place to live . These dual objectives stem from the overall city strategy, which emphasises the role cultural events play in aiding regeneration and development, as well as competing internationally for status and image. The City Centre Strategy (2003, p. 4) states, “With worldwide competition for financial resources, it is vital that: the city centre continues to attract investment, facilities for Cardiff residents and visitors are improved, the quality of the environment is protected and enhanced, development schemes are managed effectively.” It is proposed that such projects and initiatives need to be achieved through street enhancements, continuing to develop the potential of the Bay area, hosting sporting and cultural events and enhancing visitor attractions (City Centre Strategy 2003, p. 4). 

This kind of entrepreneurial language and message demonstrates that the city council’s approach to urban governance can be seen to be incorporating contemporary views of the cultural economy and culture-led redevelopment. Many of the sentiments expressed, such as remaining competitive, bolstering street-level entertainment and regeneration of formally neglected areas echoes the work of Florida’s (2002) theories for urban economic success based on valuing creativity. Indeed, there is some cross-over between Cardiff’s urban strategy and Florida’s ‘Toolkit for Cities’, including creating opportunities for civic involvement, promoting the city, promoting a “young adult lifestyle” and giving the city the “creativity treatment,” or providing more and varied cultural opportunities (cited in Peck 2005, p. 747, p. 753). The festival, then, can be viewed as an instrumental part of broader city-wide socio-economic and destination management schemes implemented by the council. 

The budget for the Cardiff Festival comes from the city council’s marketing and tourism department, which oversees sports, tourism, marketing, public buildings and events. The marketing and tourism department was established after a re-organisation in 1999 in order to strategically manage and deliver the council’s strategies for the arts, culture, events, sports development, sports venues and civic venues (Cardiff City Council website 2006). In the 1990’s, events were relatively small scale within the department. An increased events budget to coincide with the millennium led to many highly publicised and successful events, and, according to the Events Project Manager interviewed for this research, the councillors and chief executives decided to improve the Cardiff Festival with increased funding and promotional support. Marketing is carried out in local, regional and national newspapers, television placements and local and regional radio advertising. The festival does not make a profit or have a deficit, but generates some revenue from concessions and venues. 

Although the Cardiff Festival is funded, staged and managed by Cardiff Council, the programme is enhanced through the support of commercial sponsors and partners. Only certain events have individual sponsors and some one-off events are staged with individual partners. Some of the sponsors include Tesco supermarket, Boots pharmacy, Hard Rock Cafe, Red Dragon local radio station, brands with mass appeal and widespread use. They reflect the kind of general audience content of the festival. The shopkeepers and restaurant and bar managers also view the festival as being positive for business. The festival events draw more crowds than usual to the CBD during evenings and weekends, increasing income of restaurants and bars. However, hotels do not appear to be as strongly affected by the festival. As one city hotel manager put it, many people come during the festival to visit friends and usually stay with them. Based on informal questions asked at a sample of Cardiff city centre hotels, summer backpackers and business travellers account for most hotel stays in the area. 

By bringing hundreds of people to these areas for entertainment, leisure and consumption purposes, the festival helps to create a ‘celebratory’ environment for the regeneration projects and promotes a collective sense of belonging to these spaces for the city’s residents. The locations of the venues and physical spaces used for festival events and the festival’s use of fixed infrastructure can be seen to be strategic in order to correlate with the council’s plans for the economic growth and promotion of the city. Indeed, the locations of the festival venues overlap the city centre regeneration areas. These 14 areas are highlighted as city centre strategy priorities (Cardiff City Council 2003).

The Events Project Manager interviewed for this research claims that they are targeting “all sorts with each event” and can reach a broad section of the community with the different elements of the festival. Because many of the venues are on open-air stages, he argues it is important for the acts not to offend or cause controversy, otherwise the council will then “get flak and have to deal with it.” Because the Cardiff Festival is run by the council, it is organised to adhere to the public policies of social inclusion and the cultural strategies of marketing to tourists and aiding regeneration efforts. This is reflected in the festival programming and locales selected for festival events. For example, the big budget from the events department of the council provides the opportunity for a wide variety of international, national and local performances, such as the Welsh Proms, outdoor theatre and hip hop DJ’s, to interest a cross-section of different audience demographics. As the festival does not need to make a profit, it can spend on well-known artists and on promotion for those artists to attract visitors from further afield. Also, the festival’s use of both the city centre and the redeveloped waterfront can be seen as a political statement that symbolically groups these two areas together as the places in Cardiff where people should go for culture and entertainment.

As the focus of the festival is reaching the largest number of people, the promotion of the Welsh language is not a key priority for the council in event planning, as very few Cardiff residents speak Welsh as a first language (particularly in poorer areas). However, the council does ensure that all signs and communication is bilingual, and the Events Project Manager says they try to book many Welsh language acts and community groups to perform throughout the year. Also, the lack of Welsh concessions may be an attempt by the city council to give the proceedings a more ‘global’ feel, as if one could be in any European city. This ‘look to Europe’ is a strategy that the council has formally implemented recently (Cardiff City Council 2006). 

The International Street Festival changed its name in 2004 from the Shoppers International Street Festival. But the latter more accurately describes the purpose of the street festival, as it is the Cardiff City Retail Partnership who supports the event along with the council. The street performances take place for four days in central Cardiff from noon until five on Queen Street and Working Street outside some of the main stores in the city. Over 100 performers put on shows in order to create a lively atmosphere that will draw potential shoppers and diners to the area. This growth coalition of local government and private retail businesses aids in boosting sales, which is good for the city’s short-term and long-term image, as it gives exposure to the positive aspects of the urban centre, making people want to spend time there. As the Chair of Cardiff City Retail Partnership put it, “More retailers are recognising the contribution that Cardiff Festival... adds to Cardiff’s growing reputation for shopping” (Cardiff Festival programme 2003). It appears that the festival is becoming increasingly commercialised from one year to the next. 

Public entertainment is now viewed as emblematic of a lively and safe atmosphere and acts as a catalyst for consumption. The use of street arts to boost sales is a well-tested strategy that has been employed in urban sectors all over Europe, most notably in Barcelona. In fact, the 2005 Cardiff Festival programme mentions this by stating, (the street festival has) “a programme that will keep Barcelona on its toes!” This is a competitive remark, implying that Cardiff can rival Barcelona in terms of having a buzzing cultural environment. It is also a way to put Cardiff in Barcelona’s league as a globally recognised cultural city, which may or may not be true. As the Executive Member for Sport, Leisure and Culture, put it, (street theatre) “enhances our credentials as a European capital” (cited Cardiff Festival programme 2005). It may seem odd that mimes trapped in invisible boxes and silver-painted women pretending to be statues would be prioritised by the council as a crucial evaluation metric to promote the international reputation of Cardiff, as opposed to lower crime and unemployment rates or impressive business growth; yet, it is the perception of entrepreneurial local authorities that such activities can boost visitor numbers and lead to economic development. Indeed, according to the Cardiff Council, street theatre is more about image promotion and supporting local enterprises than artistic endeavour per se. 	

In a tented village with food stalls from all over Europe, The International Food & Drink Festival takes over Roald Dahl Plass (or public square) on the waterfront of Cardiff Bay for a weekend each year. Entry is free, which encourages people to come by to sample. Although there is some Welsh food included, the food stalls feature a mix of European delicacies and South African wines. Cooking demonstrations and instruction are also featured at the festival. Due to the location, this sub-festival was instrumental in helping to change attitudes about the Cardiff Bay complex. Bringing together food and wines from all over adds an international and sophisticated element to the locale, as if the world comes to Cardiff’s door. Music and street performers help to animate the surroundings, making the area appear safe and gives the impression that this is a good location for a fun day out.  

It is worth analysing why the festival takes place in both the city centre and Cardiff Bay waterfront development. The latter was the former docklands, where mostly ethnically diverse populations lived and worked. After an enormous regeneration project, it now attracts over two million visitors a year to events and leisure activities (Cardiff Festival programme 2005). However, the area’s reconstruction also involves a narrative of dispossession and gentrification (Cowell and Thomas, 2002, 1243). Briefly recounting the history of this area is useful for understanding the political, spatial and symbolic significance of current festival events taking place in Cardiff Bay. It is also important to keep in mind that festivals are “constructed in a way that furthers specific interests, and, in the process, marginalises others” (Quinn, 2003, 345). In this instance, Cardiff is no exception.

The waterfront now called Cardiff Bay​[1]​ was known as Butetown in the mid-nineteenth century and was mainly used for the export of coal. It was not only physically separated from the main city, but also was marginalised by city officials because the private industry did not contribute to the city’s economy and was outside of municipal authority. The area was further stigmatised by city residents because the docks relied on an ethically diverse workforce. In the 1920s, the collapse of the coal trade caused many of the enterprises to fold, and poverty plagued many of the dock’s ethnic minority populations (Cowell and Thomas, 2002, 1245). From that time to the late twentieth century, the city council considered the physically decaying Cardiff docklands area to be useless wetlands populated by moral deviants. The ostracisation of the area and its population led to the already spatially separate area being further disconnected from the growth and development of the city centre (Cowell and Thomas, 2002, 1246). 

In the late twentieth century, the regional and local government decided to “modernise” and “reclaim” the waterfront area. The Cardiff Bay Development Corporation (CBDC) was formed in 1987 with the remit of creating a globally competitive maritime city (Imrie and Thomas, 1999, 106), which was worthy of national and international recognition and advertised the modernisation of Wales as a whole (Hague and Thomas, 1997). The regeneration of the docklands was linked to “processes seeking to create a distinctive civic image whereby the ambience and style of the city became economic assets” (Jewson and MacGregor, 1997, 5). So-called ‘frontier’ language was used by city officials in order to justify expenditure on redevelopment. Public relations portrayed the area’s environment as ‘wild’ and ‘valueless’, and populations as ‘anti-social’ and ‘not respectable’ (Cowell and Thomas, 2002, 1243). This helped propagate the idea that the area should be reclaimed and transformed in the name of progress to make a beneficial contribution to the city. The local media helped to extend this idea by using a more positive-sounding rhetoric of revitalisation and renewal in regard to the development project (Thomas, 1999). The physical integration of the area into mainstream Cardiff was the first step in realising the CBDC and local council’s plans to create a “world class city”. 

A global regeneration model, now standard in most cities around the world, was used for Cardiff Bay. As Evans put it, “Culture is a driver, a catalyst or at the very least a ‘key player’ in the process of regeneration or renewal” (2005, 967). Flagship redevelopments have been used in many former industrial cities, most notably Baltimore and Barcelona. Evans comments on the “replication in post-industrial and developing cities world-wide” of the tendency of local governments to support culture-led regeneration projects (2005, 959). The Cardiff City Council implemented this type of regeneration model on purpose to “maintain Cardiff’s status as a thriving European capital city” (Cardiff City Council 2003). Moreover, a 2006 planned review of the existing City Centre Strategy by the Economic Scrutiny Committee recommended that “Cardiff should look to neighbouring cities as well as Europe and beyond as it forms its future vision” (Cardiff City Council 2006). By emulating these kinds of successful flagship projects, the aspirant Cardiff city government sought a world city landscape onto a local landscape (Keil and Graham 1998, 108) by creating an urban space in which the middle classes can consume in comfort and safety (Zukin 1995). 

As a local council funded and staged entity, it is not certain whether the Cardiff Festival was designed specifically to overcome disputed urban planning projects as one of its goals. However, the use of physical space to stage festival events is interwoven within the city’s cultural policies. For example, part of the original aim for the festival was to raise the profile and footfall in the Bay area, which the council feels has largely been achieved (Nichols, 2006). The festival can be seen to be aiding in the general acceptance of the Cardiff Bay redevelopment in two key ways. First, it rebrands the area. Festivals have the ability to change perceptions of place by making them appear safe and exciting by the use of visual entertainment to draw people to the area. Second, the festival is helping to reunite the waterfront area with the city centre by staging events in both areas. This is part of the council’s strategy to promote Cardiff Bay as “an integral part of the city” (Cardiff City Council, 2003). Festival events that take place in this area are the Food and Drink Festival, MAS Carnival and various music events.

Symbolic as well as spatial integration of the Bay area is also being achieved through the festival’s carnival path, which runs throughout the previously controversial area of Butetown and finishes at the redeveloped waterfront. The carnival has been instrumental in changing attitudes towards Cardiff Bay is the MAS Carnival staged by South Wales Intercultural Community Arts (SWICA). The 2005 MAS Carnival was made even bigger with more dancers, DJs and musicians because it was the 50th anniversary of Cardiff as the Welsh capital and 100th anniversary of Cardiff as a city. Cardiff 2005 and the Millennium Commission through the Urban Cultural Fund donated additional funding towards this and the Admiral Big Weekend to celebrate these milestones. The Carnival route begins in Loudon Square in the area between Cardiff city centre and Cardiff Bay, formerly perceived by the white majority as a ‘no man’s land’, and ends at Roald Dahl Plass at the waterfront. This parade route was deliberately selected to make this area seem more friendly and safe for middle class families by having a busy, musical, colourful, very visual event take place in a formerly desolate (or perceived as desolate) section of the city. The Carnival is free and hosts workshops to get more people who are unfamiliar with carnival traditions involved. 

The MAS Carnival is a larger, more visual and highly promoted version of the original community carnival that used to be held in Butetown. When the organisers sought CBDC support in the 1990s, they were told that the event had to become a bigger, more sensational event (Cowell and Thomas 2002, p. 1252). This meant the carnival that celebrated a marginalised ethnic community’s heritage and identity was to become a marketing vehicle to attract those outside the Butetown community, including other Cardiff city residents and visitors, to the now regenerated area. The CBDC view on what constitutes an appropriate carnival is in keeping with its visions for Cardiff Bay: safe, vibrant and sanitised to be appropriate for mainstream audiences. The CBDC felt “no carnival was better than a local carnival” if it did not fit in to the image of the new Cardiff Bay setting (Cowell and Thomas 2002, p. 1252). This is not simply a case of Cardiff being precious about its regeneration agenda. Many regeneration schemes world-wide favour “the visible over the informal and community-based culture” (Evans 2005, p. 977). However, in attempting to benefit the community, the council ended up marginalising a group of them. In many respects, the residents of Butetown were dispossessed for a second time with the co-option of their carnival by the council. The first time was a physical dispossession of the docklands area in which they lived; and the second time was a cultural dispossession of their traditional celebration. It has been evinced that social groups who perceive themselves to be marginalised have engaged in festivals to assert identity and lay claim to space (Quinn 2003, p. 341-2). The origins of the Notting Hill Carnival are a perfect example of the use of cultural festivity as a platform to achieve such ends. However, the Butetown residents were disempowered in both instances and further segregated from mainstream society in daily life and symbolic celebration.
	
By receiving municipal support, the former Butetown carnival is now under jurisdiction to be policed and, in many respects, controlled. As Boyle (1997, p. 1994) put it, “Groups that otherwise might have constituted a threat are rendered silent by virtue of their participation in the event.” It can be argued that this so-called cultural carnival is not cultural at all, but a state-sponsored co-opted event that exercises control over marginalised populations in order to sell the city to visitors and mainstream audiences. This is another example of how Cardiff Council is trying to enhance the city’s national and international profile by hosting a similar activity in a similar style to carnivals held in other global maritime cities, such as Buenos Aires, Venice, Sydney, among others. Unfortunately, it can be seen to be doing so to the detriment of a section of its local community. 
	




Changes in central and local government’s approach to arts festivals can be attributed to many factors, perhaps one of the most important of which is the growing emphasis on entrepreneurialism in governance. This focuses on ways for public authorities to foster growth and boost the image of a city. As more cities transform their physical spaces with fixed infrastructure ranging from retail areas to parks to cultural centres, arts festivals are increasingly on the front lines of urban development strategies because of their low production costs and entertaining and animating properties. It is argued that, in the UK, the government has focused attention on arts festivals because they have the potential to assist in the promotion and support of cultural agendas, urban regeneration, tourism, place marketing and image promotion. As more cities compete for people, capital and status, the role of arts festivals becomes increasingly important in conveying positive messages about the liveability and viability of a place. This instrumental approach can be seen to be having direct and indirect effects on the programming and organisation of arts festivals. 






1. In what ways can public policies affect the content, atmosphere and experiences of festivals?
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^1	 	 This area was not always called Cardiff Bay. In fact, this is a title devised from a public relations department rather than a name based on cartography or history. It was known as Tiger Bay, but this had negative connotations relating to the poverty and dereliction of the area. Cardiff Bay is supposed to represent a new beginning for the area and also emphasise Cardiff as a maritime city (Imrie and Thomas, 1999, 119).
